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The Oschersleben Motorsport Arena opened on 25 July 
1997 as Motopark Oschersleben, it was only the third such 

venue in the country, joining the Grand Prix circuits at the 
Nürburgring and Hockenheim. Although the circuit was 

originally planned for events up to and including Formula 
3, it held rounds of the FIA F3000 and GT championships 

during its second season – the latter being held until 2009. 
Oschersleben may be flat and uninspiring, but it does

offer state-of-the-art testing facilities, including a sprinkler 
system that can be used to simulate wet racing conditions.

A total of 3,667 metres in length, the Oschersleben
Motorsport Arena’s Formula One standard circuit in Saxony-

Anhalt stages a number of high-profile racing events,
including the German Touring Car Championship (DTM) 

and the FIA World Touring Car Championship (WTCC). The 
circuit is located in Oschersleben, Börde (approximately 30 

km from Magdeburg), Germany. Its fairly flat contours create 
a smooth, fast circuit.



UNLUCKY WEEKEND AFTER A GREAT POLE POSITION FOR THE #63 CAR!

Mirko Bortolotti and Christian Engelhart were the two unlucky fellows in the first race weekend at Oschersleben. As we 
have come to expect, the German driver looked good in the tricky conditions, and secured grid slot six with a deficit of 
only three tenths of a second. The two of them were even bumped up the field by one position when another driver 
was handed a penalty. After making a good start, Engelhart kept the connection to the front-runners throughout his 
entire stint, but a technical problem ruined what had been an impeccable performance up until that point. 

Their plan to make amends on Sunday seemed to work at first. Bortolotti did well on the wet track and secured 
GRT Grasser Racing’s first pole position of the ADAC GT Masters season. The Lamborghini works driver did a 
fine job of defending P1 at the start of the second race and for the rest of his stint. However, he suffered a pun-
cture, which forced the team to bring him in to change the tyre. The rules state that when changing tyres, ten 
seconds must be added to the regulation minimum length of time for a pit stop. The team sent Engelhart 
back out in accordance with the regs regarding time limits and thought they had done well. But no! Shortly 
afterwards, their Lamborghini Huracán GT3 EVO with start number 63 was handed a drive-through pe-
nalty, which subsequently proved to be unjustified because the timekeeping was wrong. However, 
as a result, it was no longer possible for Engelhart and Bortolotti to finish up front.

The weather for the last weekend in April 
was very unsettled, and second qualifying 

on Sunday took place on a wet track. No 
problem for Frenchman Perera. Posting 

a great lap, he set the sixth-best time of 
the second qualifying session, securing an 

ideal starting position in the race to come 
for himself and his team-mate into. The 

Frenchman took the first stint. The track had 
now dried out and the two drivers brought 

all their experience into play. GRT Grasser 
Racing made a perfect pit stop after 22 laps 

and sent 40-year-old Swiss driver Ineichen 
back out on course for a podium. He showed 

all his class during his stint and secured the 
first podium of the season for his outfit with 

third place.
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OSCHERSLEBEN
 “BORTOLOTTI AND ENGELHART SHOW STRONG PACE: POLE POSITION 
ON SUNDAY.”    

Adac-gt-masters.de

“THE FIRST TWO RACES IN THE ADAC GT MASTERS TURNED OUT
TO BE AS CHANGEABLE AS THE WEATHER FOR THE THREE

LAMBORGHINI HURACÁN GT3 EVOS.”



GOTTFRIED GRASSER - TEAM PRINCIPAL
“I’m very pleased with Franck and Rolf. The two of them worked really 

well and turned in a great performance. Our Lamborghini #82 saved 
the team’s honour by moving up the field from P6 to finish on the 

podium. Michele and Marco drove a great race on Sunday. They made 
tremendous progress all weekend and got their just reward with fifth 

place in the second race. Also, Michele finished second in the Ju-
nior classification, which is a really good start. Unfortunately, Mirko’s 

and Christian’s weekend was chaotic from start to finish. There was 
some small recompense after their retirement in the first race with a 

technical problem, at least for now, with pole position on Sunday. In 
the race itself, Mirko really gave it his all and kept the lead despite our 

disadvantage where straight-line speed is concerned. However, we 
found that a tyre was losing air and had to be changed in the pits. Of 

course, we were well within the regs concerning the additional time 
stipulated for a tyre change. We followed the rules to the letter, but 

the timekeeper’s clock said different. However, that was a mistake on 
their part. We served the drive-through penalty, but our race was over 

after that.”
ARMANDO DONAZZAN - ORANGE1 PRESIDENT

Our first race of the ADAC GT Masters has been a rollercoaster! What 
a great result with car 82 of Franck Perera & Rolf Ineichen who did an 

excellent job from the start to finish, starting on P6 and finish the race 
on P3 with a very good pace and strategy. Mega job also on car 19 with 

Marco Mapelli & Michele Beretta that ended in P5, great recover from 
P7 and solid points from the championship! I’m really sorry for car 63 

crew. After a brilliant qualifying and starting from the Pole Position with 
Mirko Bortolotti leading the race until the driver change. The 63 due to 

a late puncture just before the pit stop, when Christian Engelhart was 
just IN, he has to stop for an extra 10” penality.  An unacceptable race 

direction mistake penalized again the car 63 with a Drive-trough due 
to a (non)shorter pit stop. It’s a pitty for the team. But I’m sure we will 

have soon the result we deserve: the victory! 

MIRKO BORTOLOTTI - DRIVER #63
“Our race was perfect in actual fact until the pit stop. I 

was able to defend my lead and then pit from P1, but 
just before the stop, the left rear tyre lost pressure. We 

changed the wheel in the pits. Unfortunately, we were 
handed a penalty. We were basically satisfied with 

the car’s performance, but still, I would never have 
qualified on pole but for this morning’s rain. It was the 

weather ultimately that gave me that chance.”

CHRISTIAN ENGELHART - DRIVER #63
“We had hardly any driving time before the first 

qualifying session after puncturing in FP1. Still, 
Oschersleben really suits me and I managed to post 

an excellent lap by calling on all my experience. I was 
in the running throughout my stint, but unfortunately, 

we were forced to retire the car with a technical 
problem.”

ROLF INEICHEN - DRIVER #82
“So far we’ve had a pretty rubbish weekend; we’ve 

had to work hard to be competitive at all. The rain in 
qualifying played into our hands; in dry conditions, a 

grid position like the one we got today would have 
been beyond our reach. Overtaking is very difficult 

here, so Franck did a very good job of getting the car 
up to fourth ahead of the pit stop. We were also able 

to gain one position during the stop. Unfortunately, 
it was because our sister car had a puncture which 

moved us up the field. We are obviously very happy 
with our third place, but it’s a pity for the team - first 

place for the sister car would have been well deserved. 
Victory in the Pirelli Trophy makes me very happy, of 

course, and also quite proud.”

FRANCK PERERA - DRIVER #82
“I’m obviously very happy. Rolf and I did a great job - 

he drove a great race. My start was good, but I think 
van der Linde jumped the lights slightly, which cost 

me one position. But anyway, I was able to overtake 
the Porsche. After that, I was much faster than van 

der Linde, but it was impossible to overtake him. My 
in-lap was very good and we had a great pit stop. 

Also, the strategy to delay it was good. Rolf defended 
third place superbly. All in all, it’s been a good start to 

the season. “



Lamborghini Junior Michele Beretta and 
Lamborghini works driver Marco Mapelli 

turned in a convincing performance with 
the #19 car, especially when in race trim. 

The GRT Grasser Racing pairing moved up 
no less than 17 places in the two races. 

Their reward, two lots of points and the first 
Junior podium in the ADAC GT Masters for 

24-year-old Beretta.
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